Youtube comred

YouTube's subscription service, Red, has been out for a while now. Here's why you might want
to sign up. Google's well aware that YouTube is a video powerhouse of viral hits, music videos
and unique shows you cannot find anywhere else. Hoping to capitalize on its unstoppable
success, Google created YouTube Red , a paid monthly subscription service with several perks
that make your viewing experience better. Here's what you should know before you sign up.
Editors' note: This story was originally published on February 3, It's a monthly subscription
service from YouTube that removes advertisements from all videos, everywhere you watch. It
was originally introduced as YouTube Music Key , a service that let you stream music and
music videos from YouTube without ads. This does not apply to paid content on YouTube, such
as paid channels or TV and movie purchases and rentals. You may still see ads with that
content. YouTube Red has two other main benefits that affect how you watch videos: offline
viewing and listening to videos with the screen off. You can download YouTube videos to your
phone or tablet and they are available for up to 30 days to watch without a connection. Some
features, including liking or commenting on an offline video, aren't available when you're offline.
The service also lets you listen to videos on your phone or tablet through speakers or
headphones when you're in another app or while your screen is off. This is especially useful for
music videos if you only want to hear the audio while doing something else. Finally, starting in
early , YouTube Red subscribers began receiving access to new members-only original shows
and movies from top YouTubers. It's possible that down the line new content creators will
launch new channels and shows through Red, though for now, YouTube is focusing on existing
stars. The inverse is true too; if you already subscribe to Google Play Music, you also get
access to Red automatically for free. You will not have to pay for both services separately. You
can sign up for a free one-month trial to try before you buy. Go to YouTube's Red landing page
to sign in with your Google account and sign up. Until the end of , the purchase of a Google
Home speaker comes with a six-month trial of YouTube Red. In February , the first original
shows and movies for Red members debuted. Here's a list of all current YouTube Red
Originals:. YouTube is investing millions of dollars into more Red originals, which means there
are tons of movies and shows just over the horizon. Google will continue to keep YouTube just
the way it is. Without a subscription to Red, you can still watch all of the videos and channels
you like on the site, free of charge, but with ads. You will miss out on the extra features Red
offers, but nothing will change about how you use YouTube right now. Additionally, most of the
original content available through Red will eventually become free with ads after an unspecified
amount of time. It's a dedicated place to find YouTube's music content, including songs,
remixes and music videos. When you search for videos, the Music app filters out nonmusical
results. So if you search for "Taylor Swift," you'll see her official music videos, plus live shows,
lyrical videos, covers and remixes. Using YouTube Music, you'll be able to watch and listen to
music on YouTube when your screen is off or you aren't in the app, but only if you have a Red
subscription. The app works without a YouTube Red subscription, but you won't get the
benefits of Red, like ad-free or background listening. For some, getting rid of advertisements is
reason enough to sign up for YouTube Red, but the other benefits might be more enticing.
Offline viewing is great for frequent travelers and commuters and Red offers an easy way to
download YouTube videos. Being able to listen to YouTube videos with your phone or tablet's
screen turned off is a small, but welcome, feature that's sure to please anyone who listens to
music on YouTube. And, if you have kids, Red works with the YouTube Kids app, too. So you
can save videos for offline viewing to keep your kids entertained on long plane rides or road
trips. Speaking of music, there's one other compelling reason to try YouTube Red. Because
YouTube Red includes free access to Google Play Music, it's arguably a better deal than
Spotify, Rdio and other streaming-music subscriptions because you get both services. You
might not prefer Google Play Music over another service, but it's hard to deny the value of
getting both streaming music and ad-free YouTube watching, exclusive video content and
offline videos. If you like YouTube videos and streaming music, this might be the best of both
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subscription service. The service was first unveiled in November as Music Key, serving as a
collaboration between YouTube and Google Play Music , and meant to succeed the former's
own subscription service. Music Key offered ad-free playback of music videos from
participating labels hosted on YouTube , as well as background and offline playback of music
videos on mobile devices from within the YouTube app. The service also included access to
Google Play Music All Access, which provides ad-free audio streaming of a library of music.
During its invite-only beta, Music Key faced mixed reception due to the limited scope of the
offering; YouTube's chief business officer Robert Kyncl explained that his daughter was
confused over why videos of songs from Frozen were not "music" in the scope of the service,
and thus not advertisement-free. This shift required YouTube to seek permission from its
content creators and rights holders to allow their content to be part of the ad-free service; under
the new contract terms, partners would receive a share of the total revenue from YouTube Red
subscriptions, as determined by how much their content is viewed by subscribers. YouTube
also sought to compete against sites such as Netflix , Prime Video and Hulu by offering original
content YouTube Originals as part of the subscription service, leveraging prominent YouTube
personalities in combination with professional producers. Robert Kyncl acknowledged that
many of YouTube's prominent personalities had built their followings and created content while
operating on a "shoestring budget", but he maintained that "in order to scale up, it takes a
different kind of enterprise, a different kind of skill set" such as story-telling and
"showrunning". YouTube Red was officially unveiled on October 21, On May 17, , YouTube
announced the upcoming rebranding of the service as YouTube Premium , which officially took
effect on June The rebranding came alongside the re-launch of YouTube Music , with a separate
subscription service focused solely on music that, as before, is bundled with the larger
YouTube Premium service, and also offered to Google Play Music subscribers. Through the
apps, users can also save videos to their device for offline viewing, play their audio in the
background, and in picture-in-picture mode on Android Oreo and newer. YouTube Premium
offers original films and series produced in collaboration with professional studios and
YouTube personalities , [9] under the banner YouTube Originals. For multi-episode series, the
first episode of a YouTube Originals series is available free. In November , it was reported that
YouTube was planning to offer some of its premium shows available for free on an
ad-supported basis by The Premium subscription would still cover ad-free access, timed
exclusivity windows for original content, and content that is not made freely-available. In May ,
prior to the official unveiling of the Music Key service, the independent music trade organization
Worldwide Independent Network alleged that YouTube was using non-negotiable contracts with
independent labels that were "undervalued" in comparison to other streaming services, and
stated that YouTube threatened to block a label's videos from public access if they did not
agree to the new terms. In a statement to the Financial Times in June , Robert Kyncl confirmed
that these measures were "to ensure that all content on the platform is governed by its new
contractual terms". However, YouTube itself has not confirmed the deal. Following the unveiling
of YouTube Red, it was stated that these same contractual requirements would now apply to all
YouTube Partner Program members; partners who do not accept the new terms and revenue
sharing agreements related to the YouTube Red service will have their videos blocked entirely
in regions where YouTube Red is available. A limited number of older videos remain on ESPN's
main channel. Similarly, a large amount of content licensed by Japanese record labels became
unavailable in regions where YouTube Red is available. It was believed that the ability to
download videos for offline viewing in YouTube Red was a subject of hesitation for Japanese
media companies due to the need to monitor when, where, and how content is being used in
accordance with Japanese copyright laws , hence their content was blocked under the new
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